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Abstract 

 
    In underwater surveillance and warfare environment, object tracking plays 

an important role. Passive tracking of the object by using bearings-only 

measurements in underwater scenario is presented in this paper. The observer 

is considered to be following the „S‟ maneuver to track the object that is 

assumed to move in a straight-line path.  An algorithm is developed to 

simulate the observer and object course and to generate Gaussian noise. This 

algorithm is applied for various scenarios using MATLAB 2018a.  
  
Keywords: Bearing, Sonar, Object motion analysis, Object tracking, Object 

motion analysis 

 

1 Introduction 
 
In underwater, the tracking of a submarine object is generally done using 

passive object tracking. The concept of passive tracking is that it determines 

the trajectory of the object by considering only the measurements of the 

signals that are originated from the object. In the active methods, the  
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observer must make communication through electromagnetic or acoustic 

means that may prone the observer to interfere with others. Hence the passive  
method is chosen. It is important that the observer uses only the passive 

sensors in many practical situations. Hence, the observer is equipped with the 

passive surveillance sonar that generates the bearings of the object. The 

obtained measurements are processed to find various parameters of the object 

motion, viz., course, range, speed and bearing of the object which is called as 

Object Motion Analysis [1]. 

To generate the object bearing, a simulator is developed. In this 

simulator, the initialization of positions and velocities of observer and object 

is done by taking the inputs from the test scenarios. The simulation is done 

for various test scenarios with varying inputs. At each second, the observer 

and object paths are updated, and the bearing measurements are calculated. 

The obtained measurements are contaminated with white Gaussian noise.     

The concept of bearing-only object tracking assumes the velocity of the 

object to be constant. The estimation of the object parameters is possible only 

when the observer is changing either its course or its speed. The noise 

radiated by the observer will be more if it changes speed, which may lead to 

an increase in the risk of being tracked or detected by the object. Hence, the 

observer changes its course by performing „S‟ maneuver on the line of sight 

so that it can achieve the object‟s observability [2]. The initial scenario of 

object and observer is shown in Figure 1. 

 
 
                    Figure 1 Initial object-observer scenario 

 

In the real-time scenario,the analysis ofobject motion is a non-linear 

process. The reason behind this is that as the measurement of bearing is non-

linear, the correspondence of the objectmotion with the bearing measurement 

makes the entire process non-linear.  

The mathematical modeling for obtaining the required parameters are 

discussed in section 2 of this paper, the simulation process, plotted graphs of 

the results for various scenarios are presented in section 3 and the conclusion 

is presented in section 4. 
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     2     Literature Survey 

 

For linear models, the classical Kalman filter is used to generate an 

optimum solution. But as the measurements that are being dealt with here, 

are non-linear, the classical Kalman filter is not proposed. To deal with the 

non-linear applications like these, the algorithm that can be used is extended 

Kalman filter (EKF). The principleon which EKF works is the linearization 

of non-linear measurements. Due to this linearization, it often produces poor 

tracking results. These non-linearity and divergence problems in EKF can be 

dealt with by modifying the gain function. This algorithm is called the 

Modified Gain Bearing-Only Extended Kalman Filter (MGBEKF). The main 

principle used in the modified gain EKF is that the non-linearities can 

undergo modifications. This algorithm normally uses altitude and bearing 

measurements. It is hence to be extended to bearing-only measurements to be 

used in the passive mode operation of sonar for bearing-only tracking 

applications [3].  

Another good algorithm that can be used for the applications having non-

linearities is the Unscented Kalman filter (UKF). The unscented 

transformation (UT) is applied to the classical Kalman filter to obtain UKF. 

The UT is based on two basic principles. The first principle is that the 

performance of a non-linear transformation can be done easily on a single 

point when compared to that of performing on an entire probability density 

function [4]. The second one is that the chances of finding a set of points that 

are individual in state space whose sample pdf is approximately equal to the 

true pdf of a state vector are not too low. The unscented transformation 

produces more accurate results when compared to the Extended Kalman 

filter. Hence, replacing the equations of EKF with that of unscented 

transformation to get the UKF algorithm is a considerable option in obtaining 

good results in case of Bearing-only tracking.  

When the system is having good computational capacities, using Particle 

filter is a good solution to get reliable tracking results. Even though UKF 

does not rely on the linearization in propagating the covariance and mean of 

the state as in the case of EKF, divergence persists in case of measurements 

with severe non-linearities [5]. In such cases, the Particle filter can provide 

an estimate with high-order accuracy. In this project, this improved accuracy 

in tracking by applying Particle filter is worth the increase in the speed of 

computation. As Bearing-only tracking is a dynamic process, to obtain a state 

estimation, the particle filter is to be combined with any one of the other 

filters. Hence, as the future scope of the project, Particle filter combined with 

UKF will be applied to the measurements to track the object [6-8]. 

 
 
 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
3   Proposed Work 
 

 
Figure 2 Observer in S Maneuver 

 

In this research paper, underwater object tracking is carried out in two-

dimensional plane where the x-axis and y-axis is shown in Figure 2. In ocean 

environment tracking an object will be considered with respect to North. For 

reaching this object tracking the scenario will be chosen and simulator for 

that scenario will be developed in MATLAB software to check the 

possibility of the solution. Once simulator gives outputs then nonlinear 

filtering algorithm is performed to reduce the noise in the measurements and 

obtain the path of the target. 

 
4    Mathematical Modeling 
 

                 4.1 Calculating Object Position 
 

    Initially, the observer is considered to be at the origin and the initial object 

position (     ) measured with respect to the observer is calculated by [20] 

                                           (1)                                                                              

                                                                                                           (2)      

Where R is range and B is bearing. The object position is updated every 

second. Hence, for every 1 second, the changes in the x-component and y-

component of the object are calculated and are stored in     and 

   respectively. These     and    values are calculated as per the following 

equations. 

                                                                                                         (3) 

                                                                                                         (4) 

                                 where   is the object speed and obtcr is the object course.       
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4.2 Calculating Observer Position 
 
The change in the position of the observer is calculated every second. 

These changes in the x-component and y-component of the observer are 

stored in   and    respectively. The equations used for these calculations 

are given below [21]. 

                                                                                                        (5)   

                                                                                                         (6) 

 

where obocr is the observer course. 

 

4.3 Noise in measurements 
 

By assuming that the noise in the bearing is additive in nature, the 

bearing measurement is corrupted with Gaussian noise with a standard 

deviation of 0.17
0
using „randn‟ function in Matlab. This generated noise in 

the bearing is added to the true bearing to get the measured bearing [22]. 

Measured bearing = True bearing + Noise in bearing. 

The values of the True bearing and True range are calculated as per the 

following equations. 

 

                                                            (
     

     
)                      (7) 

                                                 √       
         

      (8) 

 
5 Simulation Results  
 

In this paper, the simulation is carried out in the Matlab PC environment. 

The availability of the measurements is assumed to be present at every 

second. The turn rate of the observer performing S maneuver is considered to 

be 0.5
0
 per second. The initial course of the observer is 900 and it travels 

with this course for 2min and then changes its course to maneuver and attain 

a 270
0
 course with a turn rate of 0.5

0 
/s. The observer continues to perform S 

maneuver by changing its course again to 90
0
 as shown in Figure 2. 

The various scenarios are considered with different initial object ranges, 

object courses and velocities of observer and object. In underwater, the 

vehicles move at low speeds. Hence the velocities that are less than 20m/s are 

assumed for the observer and in different scenarios.  

The various scenarios considered for different inputs are given in Table 

1. 

In Table 1, R is taken as initial range, B is considered to be initial 

bearing, obtcr is the object course,    is the observer velocity and    is the 

initial object velocity. The initial observer course in all scenarios is  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

considered to be 90 degrees. The object course angle is considered at three 

different quadrants for the three scenarios. The velocity of the observer 

normally a submarine will be always low when compared to the velocity of 

the object, which normally is a torpedo.   

 
Table 1 Scenarios for Observer Object Motion. 
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The simulation results obtained for each scenario are presented below. In 

this paper, with a varying initial range of the object, object course, observer 

velocity and object velocities a total of three scenarios are considered and the 

simulator outputs are given in Figure 3, Figure 4 and Figure 5. The noise has 

been added to these measurements, and in future, filters will be applied to 

these measurements that are corrupted with noise to track the object. 

 

 
Figure 3 Simulator Result for Scenario 1 

 

Scenario 

no 

R 

(m) 

 

B 

(deg) 

obtcr 

(deg) 

   

(m/s) 

   

(m/s) 

Initial 

Observer 

course 

(deg) 

1 3000 0 165 4 5 90 

2 5000 0 45 5 10 90 

3 7000 0 265 8 18 90 
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Figure 4 Simulator Result for Scenario 2 

 

 
Figure 5 Simulator result for scenario 3 

 
5 Conclusion 

 
An attempt is made to simulate the object tracking in the passive 

underwater scenario. Various test inputs are taken to simulate different 

scenarios for the object and observer. The bearing is corrupted with white 

Gaussian noise. All the simulations mentioned in this paper are conducted in 

MATLAB. In further work, the particle filter combined with UKF will be 

applied to the measurements to track the object. 
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